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Glamorous
Modern design meets traditional craftsmanship in the new Reve suite. The freestanding

home

tub is constructed of cast iron and features a generous bathing well, dual lumbar
support and slotted overflow while the generous fireclay pedestal is a sultry work of art.
Paired with the sleek Purist faucet in polished chrome for a well appointed interior.
(Pedestal $271, Tub $3650, Faucet $366; www.kohler.com)

Accessible
Engineered to meet ADA guidelines, the
Elevance rising wall bath is an excellent tub
for “aging in place.” A stylish alternative
to walk-in and institutional looking options,
it offers a relaxing bathing experience with
added accessibility. Sit down with ease as you
enter and enjoy a soak or bubble massage.
(Starting at $8775; www.kohler.com)

Extraordinary
Numi is Kohler’s most advanced toilet. It combines unmatched design technology and
engineering to bring you the finest in personal comfort and custom cleansing. Its features
include a motion activated lid and seat, advanced bidet functions, an integrated air dryer,
deodorizer, a heated seat, a foot warming function, illuminated panels, music, a touch

What’s new, what’s next

screen remote and personal customization (of preferences) for each user.
(Starting at $6400; www.kohler.com)

Au C o ur an t B ath Trends
Spot on
Kohler is known for their color innovations and this year they
introduced the gentle hue of Dune to support the popularity of cool
toned surfaces. Soft and natural, this color captures the quality of
reflected light that glows from shifting desert sands and is available
on more than 1500 pieces in their collection. (www.kohler.com)

Sculptural
The Brut pendant and Shift cabinet
pull are two exceptional designs from
the 27 piece collection designed by
Ted Boerner for Rocky Mountain.
Cast in recycled, art-grade bronze,
his five collections include door
hardware and cabinet pulls. These

stone. Antolini Luigi is the leading distributor of dimensional stone in the world and his

sculptural and organic accessories

namesake company provides natural, semi precious and gemstone quality materials to the

are available in nine different
patinas for ultimate customization.

dune

world. Golden Cobra is a stunning multicolored marble of incredible color depth from Italy.
(Prices available upon request; www.antolini.com)

(See local dealer for pricing; www.
rockymountainhardware.com)
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Fa n ta s t i c o
Italy is known for the development of their traditions and specialty skills in the area of exotic
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